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Two separate research projects were covered under this contract. The first project was to study the
temperatures of Cepheid variable stars, while the second was a study of the Blazhko effect in RR Lyrae, both
of them using IUE data. They will be reported on separately, in what follows.

Cepheid Temperatures

The purpose of this project was to establish the temperatures of Cepheid variable stars by fitting their
energy distributions to model atmospheres. Published photometry from the literature was used to provide
the fluxes in both the infrared (IR) and visual parts of-the spectrum, These were combined with the
available IUE archival data for 6 Cephei. Since there were crucial pulsation phases missing in the archival
data, new observations were obtained under this program. All of the spectra were obtained and have
been reduced. The comparison with model atmospheres required that we have additional ones
calculated, to fit the specific requirements of the stars under study. Dr. John Lester kindly calculated the
specific models needed, using the latest version of the Kurucz stellar atmospheres code for use in this
study.

The comparison of these data with model atmospheres to make precise temperature determinations
required a number of preliminary studies to verify that our techniques were correct and sufficiently precise
for this study. The first test was to study a Cepheid with a Main Sequence companion, using IUE spectra.
We examined the well studied star S Muscae, and determined its temperature and other parameters,
based on its known orbit. This work has been published (1), and a copy is attached. The second test was
to examine a non-variable F supergiant, which is as close to a Cepheid in structure as possible, yet
without the added complexity of pulsation. For this test we chose a Persei, which is a member of a well-
studied cluster, and therefore has well-determined observational parameters. This study was successful,
and proved the validity of our approach. This result has been presented this past February at the Cape
Town pulsation meeting on Astrophysical Applications of Stellar Pulsation. A copy of the short description
of the poster paper which will appear in the published proceedings (2) is attached. A full description of this
work has been prepared and is being submitted to AJ. A preprint of this submission is attached (3).

The final results of the applications to the Cepheids are in preparation. We have completed all of the
necessary analyses and comparisons with model atmospheres for the 8 Cephei data, and determined the
temperatures at all phases. A final paper on this work will be submitted (probably to AJ) soon.
(Publication charges will be paid for by the Lead Investigator for that final paper.) We have presented the
results in a poster paper at the Tucson AAS meeting in 1995 January and at the Cape Town pulsation
conference.. A copy of the abstract (4), which appeared in BAAS, is attached (the abstract for the Cape
Town meeting was identical).

Blazhko Effect

The purpose of this program was to study the Blazhko effect in RR Lyrae type stars. I conducted a multi-
wavelength, multi-site campaign to follow RR Lyr (the brightest star of this type, and one which shows the
Blazhko effect) through a complete pulsation cycle, at a variety of Blazhko phases. One of my
collaborators and I acquired and reduced all of the IUE data. We have constructed visual (FES) and
ultraviolet light curves from these data and performed Fourier decomposition analysis on all of them,



whichhasproducedsome very interesting results, which have spurred new observations and theoretical
models. These results have been compared with non-Blazhko RR Lyrae stars. The visual and ultraviolet
amplitudes have also been compared to the one-zone models of Antonelo, producing surprisingly good
(perhaps somewhat fortuitously so) agreement.

The first results of this campaign were presented at the pulsation conference in Victoria, Canada (IAU
Colloquium 139, New Perspectives on Stellar Pulsation and Pulsating Variable Stars), where I gave an invited
review talk on this subject. A copy of the published conference proceedings paper is attached (5). A more
quantitative poster paper was presented at the 27th ESLAB Conference on Frontiers of Space and Ground-
Based Astronomy. A copy of the published version of the poster is attached (6). Finally, I gave a review talk
on the Blazhko effect for CSC's Center for Scientific Research colloquium series.
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ABSTRACT

[UE high dispersion spectra have been used to investigate the spectral type of the companion of the classical
Cepheid S Mus, using Si H and tH lines near t300 _,. In addition, the energy distribution from 1200 to 3200

from IUE low resolution spectra has also been compared wittl standard stars. The resulting spectral type

is B3.5 V [with a reddening of E(B - V) = 0.21 mag]. Using the magnitude difference between the two stars

and the Cepheid luminosity, the binary components are compared with evolutionary tracks computed by

four groups. A mass between 5.5 and 6.0,/,5")o results from all tracks. On the other hand, the relatively small
luminosity difference between the two stars is only consistent with tracks with minimal convective

overshoot and a companion nearing the end of the main sequence phase.

t. INTRODUCTION

S Mus is a classical Cepheid and a member of a binary
system, which makes it a candidate for mass determination.

The mass of the Cepheid can be obtained from an orbital

velocity ratio for the two stars from ground-based and ultra-
violet measurements, and a mass for the companion from its

spectral type. Progress toward this goal is promising. An

orbit has been derived (Lloyd Evans 1982; Evans 1990). Fur-

thermore, because the companion. S Mus B. is both hot and

bright, high resolution spectra have been obtained with the

International Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite (IUE) in both the

short (1200 to 2000 _) and long (2000 to 3200 _) wave-

length regions. Velocity measurements from these spectra

have been investigated (Bohm-Vitense et al. 1990 hereafter
referred to as BCCW; B6hm-Vitense 1986). Because of the

size of the IUE spectrograph aperture, the positioning of the

star causes an uncertainty in the absolute accuracy of a ve-

locity of typically 5 km s-t For this reason, the tong wave-

length spectra are more useful that the short wavelength
Spectra, since both stars make a contribution to the flux in the

long wavelength region. The ground-based orbital and pul-

sation velocities can be combined with the velocity differ-

ence for the two stars measured from the IUE long wave-

length spectra to determine the absolute orbital velocity of

the companion.

Unfortunately, although both stars contribute a significant

amount of flux in the long wavelength region (see Fig. 5

IUEArchival Research.
taft Member of lhe International Ultraviole! Explorer Observatory.

below), the velocity of the companion is not easy to measure

because the mid 13 star has few strong lines in the wave-

length region 2200 to 2700 ,_,, where it dominates the spec-

trum. Since the G supergiant spectrum of the Cepheid has

numerous strong lines, it dominates the cross-correlation ve-

locity measures, unless it makes only a very small contribu-

tion to the composite spectrum. Furthermore, the few strong

resonance lines in this region are probably contaminated by

interstellar absorption (Rodrigues & B6hm-Vitense 1992).

The difficulties in determining the velocity of S Mus B from

the IUE spectra are illustrated by Fig. 4(b) in BCCW, which
shows the cross correlation function and Table VII in the

same study showing the spread of velocities within a _ingle

spectrum.

In order to determine the Cepheid mass from the orbital

velocity ratio, the mass of the companion must be known. It

is the purpose of this paper to investigate the spectral type,

temperature, and mass of the companion further. These pa-

rameters have been investigated several times previously.

Bohm-Vitense & Proffitt (1985) derived a temperature of

17 700 K from the IUE energy distribution. BCCW deter-

mined a spectral type bv comparing the IUE spectra of B

stars with that of S Mus B. In addition, they compared the
equivalent widths of spectral features at 1400, 1300, 1261 ,_,

and Lyman a from IUE low resolution spectra with those of

standard stars. They concluded that the companion has a

spectral type of B5 V. A temperature or spectral type deter-

mined from the energy distribution depends heavily on the

dereddening. This is particularly true for stars with spectral

types hotter than mid B. For cooler stars, the peak of the

energy distribution occurs in the SWP wavelength region

, ,.o l_ r_.r,*.rnher1994 0004-6256/94/108(6)/2251/8/$0.90 © 1994 Am. Astron. Soc. 27251
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T,_I._ 1. IUE high dispersion spectra for_mparison with S Mus.

Spectral V sin i
Star HD type Image Ikm s -_}

y Ori HD 35468 B2 Ill SWP 8026 60
20ri HD 35039 B2 IV-V SWP 3580 13
8 Peg HD 209008 B3 Ill SWP 20593 75
Her HD 160762 B3 IV SWP 29818 10

tOTau HD 25558 B3 V SWP 20595 40
r Ori kid 34503 B5 ili SWP 3825 45
r Her HD 147304 B5 IV SWP 3246 27

SWP3245 27

19Tau HD 23338 B6 IV SWP 40508 133
_etaSex HD q(_;_94 B6 V SWP 7928 114

t200 to 2000 _,) and fluxes at wavelengths shorter than the

eak are extremely sensitive to the temperature. The energy

istribution changes so markedly with small changes in tem-

,erature that a small uncertainty in the reddening has an

asignificant effect on the temperature determined. For ear-
ier B stars, the energy distribution increases monotonically

o shorter wavelengths and an incorrectly dereddened spec-
rum can mimic an incorrect temperature.

Evans (1990, hereafter referred to as Paper I) also dis-

:ussed the spectral type of the companion, stressing that the

reddening of the system derived from the colors of the Cep-

acid must be determined iteratively since the companion af-

fects the observed colors of the Cepheid. The spectral type of
S Mus B resulting from this analysis is also B5 V.

The IUE spectra of S Mus are rediscussed here for several

reasons. The technique of analysis, in particular the treatment

of reddening, has evolved somewhat, as described in Evans

(1991). In addition, the previous analysis did not discuss the

luminosity difference between the stars. Finally, it has been

discovered that small aperture spectra with only partial
throughput were used in Fig. 3 of Paper I. so the corrected
colors and magnitudes need to be redetermined.

La addition to the low resolution SWP spectra of S Mus,

there are a number of high resolution SWP spectra available

in the IUE archives. Because of the importance of an accu-

rate spectral type or temperature and hence mass for S Mus

B, we have investigated the companion using these high

resolution spectra also. Specifically, the study of Massa

(1989) has discussed the use of silicon lines on IUE high

resolution spectra to determine spectral types and luminosi-
ties in early and middle B stars. We have followed the lines

of this analysis for S Mus B.

In the following section, the spectral information from the

high resolution spectra and the low resolution spectra will be
presented, followed bv a discussion of the mass of S Mus B

and its evolutionary, state.

2. HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRA

In order to determine the spectral type of S Mus B, we

have selected stars from the list studied by Massa with spec-
tral types B2 through B5 and luminosity classes V to III. We

have also added B6 V and B6 IV stars to the list. The spectra

used are listed in Table 1. (In some cases, additional spectra

of these stars have also been investigated.) The stars were

TASTE2. IUE high dispersionspectra of S Mus.

Spectrum

2252

SWP ! 7503
SWP 17496
SW/' 22819
SWP 31543
SWP 32685
SWP 32686
SWP 32719

originally selected to have low rotation velocities, as shown
in Table 1. (Rotational velocities are taken either from Massa

or the Bright Star Catalogue.) Table 2 lists spectra of S Mus

which have been compared to confirm the reality of the fea-

tures. SWP 17503 was the spectrum used as the standard for

S Mus, and it is the one shown in the figures below. The

spectra were processed with standard Regional Data Analysis

Facility (RDAF) software as described bv Massa. The figures

show the spectra.smoothed into three point bins.

The best temperature indicator in the relevant spectral
range was found by Massa to be the Sili line at 1265 ._,

which increases in strength from B2 through B6. The com-

parison of S Mus with stars in Table 1 is shown in Figure 1.

The spectra have been aligned in wavelength; normalization

was done by a simple mean of the flux in a 25 ,_ interval
surrounding 1265 A. The B3 and B5 spectra are the most

similar to S Mus B: however, it is clear in Fig. 1 that both the
B5 spectra have stronger 1265 ,_ lines than S Mus B, making
B3 the best match.

The region from 1290 to 1315 _, contains a number of

strong features, as well as many weaker ones. The compari-

son between S Mus and stars with a range of spectral types is

shown in Fig. 2. Because of the difficulty in choosing re-
gions of real continuum, we have used the overall mean flux

for scaling as in Fig. i. The three lines found by Massa to be

the most useful for temperature are Si ill 1294. Si [II 1299.
and Si II 1309. However, the Si Ill lines show less change

between B3 and B5 than for earlier spectral types. As would

be expected, the Si !II lines decrease in strength and the Si 1I

lines grow as the spectral type becomes later.

Figure 2 shows that B3 and B5 match best with S Mus B.

Close inspection, however, shows that the wings of the Si llI

lines of the B5 stars are narrower than S Mus B stars. Simi-

larly, the Si it line is slightly wider in the B5 stars than S Mus

B. In fact, the agreement between S Mus B and the B3 V star

is striking, both in the Si [It and 11 lines and in the entire

spectral region. The overall agreement in addition to the Si

agreement is important, since it indicates similar weak fea-

tures as well as strong ones. We note, however, that similar

comparisons indicate that S Mus B is slightly cooler than the
B3 IV star t Her.

In summary, the Si III and It diagnostics displayed in Figs.

1 and 2 both show that S Mus B has a spectral type closer to
B3 than to B5.

We have also produced similar comparisons for 1417 A,

which was found by Massa to be a good luminosity indicator.

However, it is most effective in distinguishing supergiants

from main sequence stars; stars with luminosity, classes V to
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FtG. 1. The comparison between high resolution spectra of S Mus 4,solid)

and stars of a range of spectral types (dot-dashed) in the region of the Si II

line at 1265 ,_. The spectral type of the standard star is in the upper left. All

fluxes in graphs are in erg cm"' s -I )_-"; all wavelengths are in _.

III are mixed together. We found little additional information

in the examination of these plots since all the stars in Tables

1 and 2 are within the main sequence band. Although not

discussed explicitly by Massa (1989), 1312.59 _ is a Si 1II
singlet with the same lower level as 1417 ,_. It responds to

temperature and gravity in the same way as 1417 ,_, and
indicates that S Mus B is closer to B3 V than B3 III.

Figures 1 and 2 also show that the line profiles of S Mus
B are the same width as the low rotation stars. We have

explored this in a little more detail. We have convolved the
spectrum of S Mus B with a Gaussian with a o"of 50 km s -t,

which is a good approximation for rotation u sin i=100
km s- [. The lines in the convoived spectrum are clearly not

as deep as the original spectrum. On the other hand, the lines

in S Mus B in Figs. 1 and 2 have the same depth as either the
B3 or B5 standard stars. Altogether, the excellent match be-
tween S Mus B and the standard stars confirms that S Mus B

has a low rotation velocity.

3. LOW RESOLUTION SPECTRA

IUE low resolution spectra can be used to obtain addi-

tional information about the spectral type and also to deter-

mine the magnitude difference between the two stars in the S

Mus system. They were reduced as discussed by Evans

(1991) using the SUN version of the RDAF software at the

Space Astrophysics Laboratory of the Institute for Space and

Terrestrial Science. Spectra were dereddened using a Seaton

reddetting law. The spectra which were used are listed in

Table 3. The phases are computed from the period and epoch

given by Szabados (1989). The light and color curves of
Stobie (1970) were used.

Since the "continuum" spectrum of S Mus B increases

from 2000 to 1200 A. a change in E(B-V) changes the

slope, and hence the spectral type. Part of the purpose of this

study is to evaluate the effect of the companion on the mea-
sured colors of the system in the visible, and hence the effect

on the photometrically determined reddening. A trial

E(B-V) is selected, a companion spectral type tentatively
determined, and then the reddening is reevaluated. Once a

reddening has been found consistent with the colors cor-
rected for the companion, however, a small change in spec-

tral type has very little effect on the reddening. The details of
the reddening determination are discussed in Evans (1989)

and Evans (1991). The process was begun using E(B- V')

=0.27 mag from Dean et aL (1978). The corrected redden-

ing was determined from their (B - V')-(V-I) (Kron Cous-

ins system) relations.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between S Mus B and the

spectral type standards for B3 V and B4 V (17 Vul and HD
64904, the "'dagger" spectral standards listed in the IUE

Spectral Atlas; Wu et aL 1983) and also the B3.5 V spectrum
interpolated between them. [The adopted value for the red-

dening for S Mus, E(B - V)=0.21 mag is used. The redden-

ings for the standard stars are those from the IUE Spectral

Atlas, and are all small.] The spectra have been scaled to
match at 1600 A. The region from 1170 to 1400 is used to

determine the spectral type. Both B3 and B4 standards match

reasonably well, but the B3.5 V spectrum has the best match
between 1250 and t350 ._ and also the best overall match

between 1200 and 1900 ,_. One criterion which is not af-

fected by the reddening is the width of the Ly o_ line. How-
ever, there is a reseau in the short wavelength side of the

line, so only the long wavelength side should be considered.
S Mus B is the most similar to B4 V at Ly ,i,. (Correction for

interstellar Ly a absorption using a simple model shows that

it has a negligible effect on the wings.) We are, however,

puzzled by the fact that the width of Ly a is the most dis-
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FIG. 2. "]'becomparisonbcnveen high resolutionspectraof S Mus and the starsof a rangeof spectr_Jtypes.The symbols are the same as m Fig. 1.

cordant of the criteria discussed here. Figure 4 shows the

same comparison for the entire IUE wavelength region.

Here, B3 V is a closer match, since, for the other two, the

comparison star has too much flux long'ward of 1700 ._. This

TAaL]_3. IUE low dispersion spectra of S Mus.

JD Pulsation V B - V

Image 2 400 000 phase (mag) (mag) Observer

SWP 19503 45414.917 0.59 6.35 0.96 geipunh

LWR 15531 45414.923 0.59 6.35 0.96 Reipurth

is even true Iongward of 2600 _L since the Cepheid makes a

contribution here. The long wavelength spectrum, decom-

posed to show the contributions of the two stars, is shown in

Fig. 5. Here the Cepheid is represented by the spectra of two

nonvariable supergiants, interpolated (o the same (B - V) 0 as

the Cepheid (corrected for the light of the companion). De-

tails of the supergiants used are given in Evans et aL (1990).

The companion is the B3.5 V spectrum, using the scale fac-

tors de/ermined from the short wavelength spectrum [Fig.

3(b)]. The contribution of the Cepheid is visible from 2800

to 3200 A.
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FIG. 3. The comparison between the low resolution spectrum of S Mus B

(Solid} and spectral standards (dashed). The low resolution spectra of S Mus

B have been dereddened; the high resolution spectra in Figs. l and 2 have

not been dereddened. (a) B3 V spectral standard. (b) B3.5 V spectrum inter-

POlated between the B3 V standard and the B4 V standard. (c) I34 V spectral
Standard.

From the individual comparisons in Figs. 3 and 4 we can

make distinctions of half a spectral subclass. The results

from the various approaches are summarized below:

(1) B3 main sequence band (class V to III, between the

ZAMS and the TAMS) from high dispersion spectra, but

slightly cooler than _ Her (B3 IV).

(2) B3.0 V from the overall flux distribution (Fig. 4).

(3) B3.5 V to B4 V from the details in the spectrum near

1300 ._, including Lyman :, (Fig. 3).

From this summary, we adopt B3.5 V as the spectral type

for S Mus B. As mentioned above, the corrections to the

COlors, and hence the final reddening value are not very sen-

sitive to small changes in the spectral type.

As part of the analysis, we have also investigated the

effect which the form of the reddening law may have on the
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T^eLe 4. Corrected magnitudes and colors of S Mus.

Vo (B - V) o Vo (B - V')_
Ccp*comp C,¢p+comp Cep Cep

(ma8) (mag) (mug) (ma 8)

Mean 5.41 0.62 5.47 0,09
phase0.59 5.62 0.75 5.69 0.86

B3.5 V Companion:

Vo=8.57 mag
(B-V)o=-0.19 mag
FAB- V) =0.21 mag

spectral type of the companion. We have also dereddened the

spectra of S Mus using the extinction law of Cardelli et aL

(1989, hereafter referred to as CCM) with R=3.2. This re-

lation is virtually the same as the Seaton (1979) relation used

above except that the CCM relation results in larger fluxes

for wavelengths shorter than 1500 _. This suggests an earlier

spectral type than B3 V. However, since the high resolution

spectra (Figs. 1 and 2) rule out an earlier spectral type, we

accept the Seaton dereddening.

Table 4 shows the magnitudes and corrected colors for

final E(B-V)=0.21 and B3.5 V companion with

V0=8.57 and (B-V')0=-0.19. The color of the B3.5 V

companion is taken from Johnson (1966).

Figure 6 shows an additional comparison between spectra

and model atmospheres from Kurucz (1991). Models with

log g=4.0 and solar abundance have been used. Clearly, the

16 000 K atmosphere is cooler than S Mus B. For the two

hotter atmospheres, there is some disagreement between the

models and the spectra in the sense that the models have too

little flux from 1400 to 1600 _. The agreement between the

S Mus B spectrum and the B3 V and B4 V standard stars in

Fig. 3 indicates that the disagreement in Fig. 6 is not a prob-

lem with the S Mus B spectrum. [Since the SWP spectrum

was obtained in 1983, it is within two years of the observa-

tions of most of the standard stars. This means that flux

differences due to camera sensitivity changes should usually

be less than 2% as shown by Garhan (1993) and are insig-

nificant]. If the normalization is made from 1600 to 1700 ._,

the flux between 1200 and 1600 ,_ is systematically low.

Normalization from 1400 to 1800 A in Fig, 6, on the other

hand, would increase the model flux so that it would be too

high from 1600 to 2000 ,_. Because of this disagreement and

the difficulty with the normalization, there is some uncer-

tainty in the temperature determined from Fig. 6. The Lyman

tx line is a better match to the 18 000 K model. (The long

wavelength side should be compared because the short

wavelength side is distorted by a camera reseau mark.) We

conclude from Fig. 6 that the spectrum is matched about

equally satisfactorily by the 20 000 and 18 000 K models.

but that the difference between the models and spectra pre-

cludes a more detailed temperature determination.

4. DISCUSSION

Having established the spectral type of S Mus B, the next

step is to investigate its luminosity. To do this, we take the

approach of Evans (1994), to use the absolute magnitude for
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FIG. 6, S Mus B (solid) compared with Kurucz model atmospheres for three
tempcratures (dashed).The temperatures in K are indicated in the upper
right. All atmospheres arc for log g=4.0 and solar abundance.

the Cepheid from the period-luminosity-color relation

(PLC) and the magnitude difference between the two stars to

determine the luminosity of the companion. From the

period-luminosity-color (PLC) relation of Feast & Walker

(1987), the absolute magnitude of the Cepheid is -4.14 mug.

The magnitude difference between the two stars is AV

= 3.10 mag (Table 4). Bolometric corrections and the tem-

perature calibration for the spectral type B3.5 V are taken
from Flower (1977). Table 5 lists these values for S Mus B.

For comparison, similar parameters are also listed for B3 V

and B4 V stars. From the discussion in the preceding sec-

TABL_ 5. The companion of S Mus.

B.C. V0 AM_
T_- corn corn corn - Cep log Lom

Companion log T=, (K) (mug) (mug) tmagJ (Let

B3.5 V 4.251 17 800 - 1.71 8.57 1.40 3.00

B3.0 V 4.273 18 700 - ] .84 8.58 1.28 3.05
"99134.0 V 4...9 16 900 - 1.58 8.56 1.52 2.95
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tions, S Mus B lies between these two spectral types, so
these values provide uncertainties for log T,ef and log L.

Table 5 shows that although V 0 of the companion depends on

the spectral type, the variation is insignificant.

The temperature for B3.5 V in Table 5 is in reasonable

agreement with that determined directly from the IUE spec-

tra (Fig. 6) as discussed above, although a precise tempera-

lure determination is not possible from this approach because
of the differences between the models and observations. The

temperature in Table 5 is in very good agreement with the
temperature from B6hm-Vitense & Proffitt (1985) from older
Kurucz models.

Using these values of luminosity and temperature, we can

COmpare the components of the S Mus system with evolu-

tionary tracks. Figure 7 shows this comparison for the tracks

COmputed by several groups. While all are compositions

close to Y=0.28 and Z=0.02, they differ in several ways.
The tracks by Becker (1981) and those of Bertelli et al.

(1986) use versions of Los Alamos opacities. The tracks of

- Stothers & Chin (1991a) and Schaller et aL (1992) use newer

Opacities, for example, those of lglesias et al. (1992). (The
tracks of Bertelli et aL will be referred to as the Padua group

_- below; those of Schaller et aL will be referred to as the

L Geneva group.) A far more significant difference in the cal-

CUlatiens is the treatment of the convective core boundary in
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main sequence stars. Becker and Stothers and Chin assume

that there is no convective overshoot at this boundary; the

Geneva group include a moderate amount of overshoot; the

Padua group use the largest value.

The first result from Fig. 7 is that because of the relatively
small luminosity difference between the two stars in the S

Mus system, it cannot be assumed that S Mus B is on the

zero age main sequence.

Even with the variation in codes and parameters, the lo-

cation of S Mus B in all four sections of Fig. 7 corresponds

to a small range in masses. For all tracks, the mass is be-

tween 5.5 and 6.0,,./b' o. (Half a solar mass is also about the

range allowed by the error bars from the possible range in

spectral types.)

On the other hand, the evolutionary state of S Mus B

(whether it is near the beginning or end of its main sequence
lifetime) is quite different for the four sets of tracks. Those

with little overshoot (Becker, Stothers and Chin) place S

Mus B in the middle or toward the end of its main sequence

lifetime.. As the importance of overshoot increases, S Mus B

is found'closer to the beginning of its main sequence phase.

Within a binary system, the magnitude difference between

the two components can also be compared with the mass

difference implied by the tracks, and the position of the com-

panion within the main sequence. The mass difference of

approximately one solar mass implied by the Becket', and
also the Stothers and Chin tracks is consistent with a com-

panion well into its main sequence lifetime. [-In the case of
the Stothers and Chin tracks, this assumes that there are a

number of ways of "triggering" blue loops, such as down-

ward overshoot from the outer convective envelope, as dis-

cussed by Alongi et aL (1991) and Stothers & Chin (1991b).

In Fig. 7(b), for instance, blue loops could be produced using

reasonable parameters.] Both the Geneva tracks and the

Padua tracks imply mass differences less than a solar mass,

and yet the companion is only at the beginning of its main

sequence phase. For the Padua tracks, the Cepheid and the

companion have essentially the same mass, which is incom-

patible with quite different states of evolution.

This comparison between tracks with varying amounts of

overshoot is also displayed in Fig. 8, using isochrones. In

Fig. 8(a), The middle isochrone (age 39x10 _' yr) has the

right temperature for the companion as well as the right lu-

minosity for the Cepheid (assuming the "kink" in the giant

region could be made to extend horizontally into a blue loop

as discussed in the previous paragraph). In the Geneva iso-

thrones, however, a single isochrone is a poor fit to S Mus A

and B since the Cepheid is much less luminous than the

isochrone with the temperature of the companion.

In summary, the mass of S Mus B is a very robust result,

being 5.5 to 6.0Jd o for evolutionary tracks from a wide

range of codes. On the other hand, only the tracks with mini-

mal convective overshoot show a consistent picture between

a reasonably small luminosity difference between the two

stars and a main sequence star approaching the end of the

main sequence band.

Since one of the main aims of investigating the tempera-
ture and mass of S Mus B is to use it to determine the mass

of the Cepheid, it may seem that the use of the Cepheid

i
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Abstract.

We comps=re observed fluxes from the ultraviolet (IUE) through J
and K with recent Kurucz model atmospheres to determine a tempera-

ture for the F5 _ supergiant a Per. The two most important advances in

this study as compared with previous work are the use of well calibrated

ultraviolet fluxes and the use of models with an appropriate microturbu-
lence.

1. Introduction

There are many questions in astrophysics which require a temperature derived

from the entire spectral energy distribution. As a first step in determining a tem-

perature scale for Cepheids and non-variable supergiants, we have determined

the temperature for the F5 I-b supergiant Alpha Per.

2. Data

Observations of .a ..Per, as well as a number of other nonvariable supergiants,

have been assembled including International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite (rUE)

1 IUE Archival Research

2Staff Member of the International Ultraviolet Explorer Observatory



spectra and B, V, R, I, J, and K as discussed by Evans, et al. (1993). Because a
Per is located in a cluster, and because its angular diameter has been measured,
its log g is known observationally, as is the microturbulence in the atmosphere.

We adopt a reddening E(B-V) = 0.04 mag from the stars closest to a Per in the
cluster (Gray, 1991). These data are discussed in detail by Evans, et al. (1995),
as is the process of determining the temperature.

3. Models

The observed energy distribution of a Per was compared with model atmo-

spheres consistent with the observed values of gravity and microturbulence.
Because supergiants have microturbulence higher than the standard value of
2 kms- 1 one of us (JBL) computed a series of fully line blanketed model at-
mospheres using the Atlas 9 code of Kurucz. For the broad-band comparisons,
the model atmospheres were convolved with standard filter sensitivity functions

(Evans, et al. 1995). The ultraviolet flux is sensitive to gravity and micro-
turbulence, as well as temperature. Because we cannot resolve this degeneracy
using the energy distributions, we fix log g at 1.5 and microturbulence at 4
krns -_ (as observed), and derive the temperature from the best fit to the energy

distribution (6270 K).

4. Discussion

The rms deviation _o the/it (0.065 mag) is reasonable considering that the data
are assembled from many sources which are calibrated in different ways. This
uncertainty corresponds to a temperature range of + 120 K. The temperature
derived from the dis:ance to the cluster and angular diameter is within this

range. Temperatures have recently been determined in several studies using the
infrared flux method (B!ackwell, et al. 1991, McWilliam, 1991). The differences
in the temperatures between this study and the others can be attributed to the
different redden_ings.
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Abstract

Because the bright supergiant a Per is located in cluster, and because its an-

gular diameter has been measured, its log g is known observationally, as is its

atmospheric microturbuience. Using these observed parameters, we compare its

energy distribution derived from IUE spectra and B. V. R. I. J, and K with model

atmospheres convolved with instrumental sensitivity functions. The two most im-

portant advances in this study as compared with previous work are the use of well

calibrated ultraviolet fluxes and the use of models with an appropriate microtur-

bulence. Because the uhraviolet flux is sensitive to log g and microturbulence, as

well as temperature, we fix log g at 1.5 and microturbulence at 4 km see -1. and

derive the temperature from the best fit to the energy distribution (6270 K). Other

recent temperature determinations are discussed, as are the sources of error.



I. Introduction

This paper is part of an ongoing series of investigations into the energy distri-

butions of classical Cepheids and nonvariable supergiants. In the first paper of the

series, Evans. et al. (1993. called Paper I below) assembled data from the ultravi-

olet through the near infrared, including International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)

satellite spectra, and B. V. R. I. J, H, and I,: photometry. (Further discussion about

the G8 Ib supergiant HR 9053 is provided by Evans et al. [1994]). In addition to

discussing the reddening law and calibration of the photometry, Paper I also made

comparisons of the energy distributions for nonvariable supergiants and pulsating

Cepheids. In general the energy distribution for 5 Cep is identical to that of a

nonvariable supergiant with the same (B-V)0. However, there are two exceptions.

First. at its the hottest phases. 6 Cep has too much ultraviolet flux as compared

with the nonvariables. Second. at the '_piston phase" of its pulsation _ Cep has too

much ultraviolet flux. even in comparison with other phases.

Specifically, this approach lets us investigate how accurately the energy distri-

bution of a supergiant (ultimately a pulsating supergiant) can be matched with a

plane parallel static atmosphere model described by four parameters T_ff, log g,

microturbulence, and an assumed solar abundance. The model atmospheres may

not represent the observations perfectly, since c_ Per and the other supergiants we

will discuss in subsequent papers are certainly extended. However, at least these

stars are apparently not losing mass.

The application of the infrared flux method (IRFM) to determine Cepheid radii

and temperatures (Fernley, Skillen, and Jameson, 1989) provides an example of the

value of investigations of the overall energy distributions. Comparing the observed

ratio of flux in the infrared region (relatively insensitive to temperature) to total
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flux from observations with the same ratio from model atmospheresdetermines

both the temperature and the angular diameter in an iterative way. Clearly, the

atmospheresused must accurately representthe stars, which we will investigate in

this study.

To continue this seriesof investigations,wewill now compare the observeden-

ergy distributions with computed model atmospheresto seehow well the energy

distribution (which includes nearly all the energy from thesestars) can be repre-

sentedby static atmospheres.As the first step in this investigation, we begin with

a Per. a bright, well studied supergiant. Furthermore. becauseit is a member of a

cluster, its reddening, absolutemagnitude and masscanbe derived observationally.

It also hasangular diameter measurements.This allows us to constrain its gravity

in a direct way for comparisonwith the results from the atmospheres.

2. ObservedParametersof a Persei

In this section, we will summarize the observed parameters of a Per.

Reddening: Alpha Per is the brightest star in the welt-studied cluster of the

same name. There is general agreement that there is some differential reddening in

the cluster (e.g. Turner. 1976): as is indicated by the width of the main sequence

(Mitchell. 1960). A recent study bv Gray (1991) finds an E(B-V) = 0.04 mag from

the stars closest to a Per (using E(b-y) = 0.78 E(B-V) from Fernie, 1987). A similar

conclusion was reached by Crawford and Barnes (1974), even though this is smaller

than the average value for the cluster. This is the same value derived by Parsons

and Bell (1975) from multicolor photometry.

Distance: The true distance modulus to the cluster was determined by Craw-

ford and Barnes to be Vo-Mv = 6.1 mag and by Turner to be 6.02 mag. In a recent
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discussion of cluster isochrones, Meynet, Mermilliod. and Maeder (1993) use V0-

•XIv = 6.08 mag. If we adopt the Meynet et aI. value as being representative, the

absolute magnitude of a Per becomes -4.4 mag (corrected for its individual redden-

ing) and the distance to the cluster becomes 164 pc. An uncertainty in the distance

modulus of 4- 0.1 corresponds to an uncertainty in the distance of 4- 8 pc

Mass: Meynet _t al. derive an age for the a Per cluster of 52 x 106 ?'ears

by fitting their isochrones. This isochrone provides a mass of a' Per itself of 6.6

,'vI_. These isochrones use recent opacities and a modest amount of convective

overshoot at the main sequence core boundary. To give a sense of the dependence

of this mass estimate on the physical inputs, the evolutionary tracks of Becker. Iben.

and Tuggle (1977) for the same abundance but no convective overshoot (and old

opacities) predict a mass of 7.2 M_.

Angular Diameter: Angular diameter measurements of c_ Per are bene-

fiting from the continuous improvements in instrumentation. Currently available

measurements are 3.20 4- 0.25 mas (Koechlin and Rabbia 1985) and 2.9 ± 0.4 mas

(Bonneau. et aL. 19811. Earl?" Mark III interferometer measurements were larger

(5.0 -s- 0.5 Shao et aI. 1988), but more recent Mark III measurements are in good

agreement with the smaller results (Mozurkewich, 1994). Therefore we will adopt

the Koechlin and Rabbia result, which is in good agreement with the recent Mark

III results.

Radius: The radius of a Per can be derived from these results in two ways.

First if we assume a reasonable range of temperatures (to be confirmed by this

stud?,), we can combine the temperature with the luminosity to derive a radius.

(A bolometric correction is taken from Flower. 1977). The temperatures 6400,

6300, and 6200 K correspond to radii of 52, 54, and 56 R O respectively. An added
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uncertainty in distance modulus of + 0.1 increases the total range of radii from 50

to 59 R+.

Alternately. the angular diameter can be combined with the distance to provide

a radius. From this approacil the radius is 56 1R._,, in good agreement with the one

in the preceding paragraph. The (± 1 o) values of angular diameter and distance

result in a radius range from 50 to 63 R.,.

Gravity: From the above information, log g = 1.7 ± 0.1 cm sec -2. for R = 56

R,_ and a range of masses of 5 to 7 M_. This uhcertainty is doubled for the range

of masses and extreme radii.

Microturbulence: The final parameter needed for comparison with model

atmosphere calculations is the microturbulence. Luck and Lambert (1985) find

a microturbulence of 3.0 km see -1 for a Per. Spaan et al. (1987) summarize

previous values and find 6.0 km sec -1 from visual data and 5.1 km sec -1 from

ultraviolet data. In this study we will use 4.0 km sec -]as a reasonable summary

of previous data. As for other supergiants, it is larger than the standard value of 2

km sec -1 which is the default value in I(urucz (1991) calculations.

3. Details of the Process

Calibration: The aim of this investigation is to compare the observed fluxes

as discussed in Paper I with those predicted by the recent Kurucz models. As in

Paper I. the fluxes are a combination of IUE observations and calibrated ground-

based broad-band fluxes. The calibrations are the ones given by Fernley, Skillen

and Jameson (1989) except that the correction factor to remove the spectral type

dependence of the calibration has not been included, since the comparisons are

between the observed data and filter/model convolutions. In recent years, a great



deal of work hasgoneinto standardizing infrared color systems(Besselland Brett,

1988). In addition, there have been several discussions of the infrared calibration

(Blackwell and Lynas-Gray. 1994: Cohen. et al.. 1992: Alonso. et al.. 19941. The

calibration adopted by Fernlev. Skillen. and Jameson (19S9/ is in go_d agreement

with these studies and is used in this and future studies. It is also very similar to

that of Campins. et al. (1985) which was used in Paper I.

Filter Functions: The fluxes from I,:urucz model atmospheres were convolved

with filter sensitivity functions to create colors that were then compared with the ob-

served fluxes. The filter sensitivity functions were taken from the following sources:

B and V: Buser and Kurucz (19781, Ic and Rc: Bessell (1990). and 3. H. and K:

Bessell and Brett (1989).

Models: For supergiants it is important to use a microturbulence higher than

the standard value of 2 km sec -1. One of us (JBL) computed a series of fully

line-blanketed model atmospheres using the Atlas9 code. The grid includes for

an appropriate range of temperature (in steps of 500 I(), log g (in steps of 0.5),

and microturbulence of 2. 4. and $ km see -1. For the comparisons with the

observations, fluxes from these models were linearly interpolated within this grid

to smaller steps in temperature. After these calculations were completed. Kurucz

distributed models and fluxes for the range of microturbulences treated here. and

the fluxes agree closely with ours.

Vega and the Sun: The following check was performed to confirm that our

approach works for both the standard calibrating star, Vega, and also the sun,

which is similar in temperature to a Per and the other yellow supergiants we will

analyze in subsequent studies. Table la contains the observed colors of Vega from

Fernley, Lynas-Gray, et al. (1989); together with the calibrated flux ratios (with



respect to V). In addition, same flux ratios have been derived by convolving the

filter functions with the Kurucz model of \:ega (Te// = 9400K. log g = 3.95. log

abundancewith respect to solar abundance= 0.0). The final column shows the

differencebetweenthe observedand computedflux ratios. This is the atmosphere

used by Kurucz (1991) as the best match to the visual observations, even though

tie recognizesthat \:ega's abundanceis not strictly solar.

Solar colorsaredifficult to determine,and havebeenthe subject of considerable

controversy. A consensusseemsto be emerging,that the sun lies between 16 Cyg

B and 16Cyg A in color ie.g. Garrison. 1993:Friel. et al.. 1993. Neckel. 1986) In

Table lb wecomparethe colorsof 1GCyg A and 16Cyg B with colors derived from

other analysesof solar analogs. The B, V, R, I, colors of 16 Cyg A and 16 Cyg B

are taken from Moffett and Barnes (1979). The Johnson R and I are transformed

to the Cousinssystem using the equations provided by Fernie (1983), as wasdone

with data in Paper I. \:-J and V-K were taken from Johnson, et al. (1966). For

comparison,the final column in Table lb showssolar colorsderived from the means

of a number of solar analogs. J, H. and t,2are taken from Campins. et al. (1985).

B. R. and I are taken from Bessetl and Norris (19S4).

Table lb shows that indeed, the derived solar colors fall between the observed

colors of I6 Cyg A and 16 Cyg B. The exception is B-V, which is slightly redder

than either of the comparison stars. Because of this [and because of other recent

results, including Taylor (1994)], we will adopt B-V = 0.65 mag for the sun.

The colors from the final column in Table lb have been calibrated and compared

with model results in the same way as Vega observations in Table la. (The solar

model used for comparison had a temperature of 5770 K and log g of 4.44.)
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The final column of Table la givesan estimateof the uncertainty which results

from this approach,evenfor two starswherethe modelshavebeencarefully matched

to a wide variety of observations.This uncertainty includeserrors in data measure-

ment. filter responsefunctions, and model calculations (including the improved

opacities in the new models). For both stars, the B filter has the largest difference

between the observed and computed fluxes. This region of the spectrum contains

numerous and strong absorption features as well as an overall energy distribution

with a large variation in flux levels from the shortest to the longest wavelength. It

is not surprising that it is difficult to reproduce this broadband color. As a working

model (partly because of preliminary investigations with supergiants), we will adopt

a small correction to the computed log Flux(B) - log Flux (V) = 0.04 to be added

to the computed flux.

Ultraviolet Fluxes: As in Paper I, the IUE spectra were binned into 100 ._

bins, which can be directly compared with comparable bins from the models. Bins

100 ._ wide are smalt enough to preserve the details of the ultraviolet continuum,

but large enough to give a reliable mean flux.

Weighting Scheme: The observed and model fluxes are compared in an RMS

minimization scheme in order to have an objective determination of goodness of fit.

As part of the fitting, for each comparison, the mean offset between the two energy

distributions was varied so that the best match (smallest rms) could be identified.

Weights were assigned to each flux band. The t00 ,_, ultraviolet bands were

given a smaller weight (0.5) than the broad bands in the visible and near infrared

(weight 1.0). Experience showed that some of the IUE bins had systematically

large differences between the observations and the models. Specifically: observed

flux from 2750 to 28,50 ._ and from 2350 to 2450 ._ is larger than the computed
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flux. Inspection of the spectrashowedthat the former is dominated by very strong

absorption lines (Mg II h and k) or and the latter bv a strong absorption band.

Becausethesebins are the likely to be affected (in the sense observed) by scattered

light in cool star spectra and the models cannot be expected to reproduce any"

chromospheric contributions (Mg II h and k). these bins were given zero weight.

A more important distinction between wavelength regions became important

in the course of this project. In addition to the IUE spectra from 2000 to 3200 _,

short wavelength IUE spectra were also obtained for a Per. the other nonvariable

supergiants and also for d Cep. Fluxes for bands from 1750 to 1850 /_ and 1850 to

1950 A were determined from these. The observed fluxes for a Per and the other

nonvariable supergiants were systematically larger than the computed fluxes. The

explanation is contained in a recent paper by Morossi, et al. (t993). In a study of

late G and K stars (primarily" giants and supergiants), they found excess flux in the

IUE energy distributions. For the coolest stars, the whole wavelength range shorter

than 3000 _ was affected, but for T_I.f > 5000 I(, the effect was only prominent

for wavelengths shorter than 2500 ,_. Their interpretation was that the shortest

wavelengths showed the effects of a non-radiative source of heating.

Since a Per is hotter than 6000 K, the effect should only be found at even

shorter wavelengths, in particular the SWP fluxes. (This effect is much larger than

the scattered light known to effect IUE spectra of late type stars.) As a precaution

only fluxes at wavelengths longer than 2550 ,_. were used.

An interesting result of this series of studies will be to trace the occurance of this

heating in supergiants as a function of temperature, and to compare its prominence

in Cepheids and nonvariables.

4. Results
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Because o Per is the first star we have investigated, and also because its physical

parameters are better known than those for any other supergiant, we present Figures

1, 2. and 3 to illustrate tile changes resuhing from changes in T,ff, log g, and

microtubulence close to the optimum values. (Much wider ranges of the parameters

were explored than are presented in Figures I to 3.)

The patient reader can also use Figures 1 to 3 to confirm that the region most

sensitive to the parameter changes is the IUE region (2500 to 3200 A). Hence it is

this region that dominates the changes in the computed fit of the energy distribution.

The physical parameters controlling the region from 2500 to 3200 ._. however,

are not simple to disentangle. A comparison of lc. 2c, and 3c, for instance, shows

that this region is also sensitive to the microturbulence. On the other hand, compar-

ison of 2a and 2c shows that a change in gravity produces a similar variation in the

ultraviolet flux. In other words, there is a degeneracy between gravity and microtur-

bulence in the energy distribution. However. as discussed in section 2 above, from

other measurements, we have good determinations of these parameters. Therefore,

we have proceeded as follows. We adopt log g = 1.5 and microturbulence = 4 km

sec -1 . \Vhile these may not be exact values, we cannot refine them further from the

energy distribution. Small changes to one parameter could be compensated by the

other. \Ve can then interpolate between models to find the optimum temperature.

In the case of a Per, 6250 to 6300 K is the best fit (Figs. 2c and 2d).

Figure 1 can also be used to confirm:

• Extra flux is observed for wavelengths shorter than 2000 .Zkas compared with

the model (the two shortest wavelength points).

• Without the small flux correction to B, the difference between observed and

11



computed would be larger: i.e. the correction is consistentwith the o Per results.

* While good fits can be produced with a microturbulence of 2 km

fits with Skm sec-1 are always poor.

sec -1 . the

In summary, although using a least squares criterion for the energy distribution

alone would result in different parameters (for instance a smaller gravity), the con>

bination of external constraints provides a temperature of 6250 to 6:300 I,[ for a Per.

Furthermore. the energy distribution is satisfactorily fit with this temperature and

log g = 1.5 and microturbulence = 4 km sec-l_ although this fit is not unique.

Because this is the first star we have investigated, we present Table 2 containing

rms deviations to provide further insight into the fittings. The deviations are shown

for a small region of temperature which contains the best fit for the adopted valued

of log g = 1.5 and microturbulence = 4 km sec -1. For convenience, the minimum

deviation is asterisked in each column for each microturbulence (for this temperature

range). It is clear that very different "best fit" temperatures are obtained (for

instance log g = 1.5) for different values of the microturbulence.

5. Discussion

The standard deviation values in Table 2 can be compared with the errors

estimated to be present in the data. The minimum value 0.026 log flux corresponds

to 0.065 mag. This is similar in size to the errors given in Table la for the sun

and Vega. Among errors present in the data are observational errors, errors in the

calibration of the broad band fluxes and the IUE fluxes, errors in the models, and

errors in the instrumental sensitivity functions. Fernley, Lynas-Gray, et al. (1989)

estimate a ± 3_, error in the infrared calibrations. The error in the absolute IUE

fluxes is at least that large, but a systematic error in the IUE fluxes would probably

12



result in the selection of a different temperature rather than an increase in the

s.d. Photometric errors in the absolutebroad-band photometry can easih' be 2c,_.

Photometric errors in the infrared photometry are somewhatlarger. The scatter in

repeated IUE observationsbinned into 150 A bins is comparable (Garhart. 1992).

In summary, the minimum deviation in Table 2 can be accounted for by errors to

be expected from photometric and caIibration errors, and provides no reason to

conclude that the model doesnot adequatelyrepresentthe observations.

On the other hand. Table 2 alsoillustrates that the error in the fit only increases

slowly awayfrom the best fit. A quadratic fit to Table 2 results in a temperature of

6270 I( for microturbulence = 4 km see-land log g = 1.5. We will assume that the

error in the temperature can be estimated from the error in the mean computed from

the fit (o') of the energy distribution (Table 2) which is derived from 11 datapoints

(C_/v/_ll). Using the minimum _r in Table 2 (0.026), we then look for temperatures

in Table 2 with a = 0.026 + 0.008. In Table 2, this corresponds to a temperature

range of 4- 120 1,2.

The temperature we have found depends heavily on the reddening we adopted,

E(V-B) = 0.04 mag. To investigate the sensitivity of the temperature to the red-

dening, we did a solution arbitrarily using a reddening of E(B-V) = 0.08 mag. The

'"best fit" temperature went from 6270 K to 6500 K, with an equally good fit.

We can compute a "cluster temperature" using the luminosity from the distance

of c_ Per from the duster and the measured angular diameter of the star. Using log

L/L.._ = 3.62 and R/Re, = 56, the temperature is 6170 K. Using 4-0.1 mag as the

uncertainty in the distance modulus and 0.25 mas as the uncertainty in the angular

diameter leads to an error of 6% or 4- 370 K in the temperature.
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For comparison, other temperatures derived for o Per are collected in Table

3. Table 3a shows temperatures recently determined by the infrared flux method

(IRFM) from three sources. None of these can be considered the final word since all

use atmospheres that predate the most recent Kurucz atmospheres f1979 Kurucz

atmospheres for McWilliam and the MARCS code [Gustafsson, et al. 1975] for

both Blackwell. et al. studies.) The 1991 Blackwell. et al. study is an improved

version of the earlier one primarily because of an improved treatment of H- opacity.

Taken at face value, the entries in Table 3a show that a range of temperatures is

presented in recent literature. A large part of the difference, however_ is due to

the fact that different values of reddening were used. as listed in column 2. An

estimate of the effect of the extinction can be obtained from the multiplying factors

listed by Blackwell and Lynas-Gray (1994. Table 4). The decrease in the McWilliam

temperature and the increase in the Blackwell group temperatures bring them into

approximate agreement with the temperature in this study found using E(B-V) =

0.04 mag. In addition. Blackwell and Lynas-Gray also find that using recent Kurucz

atmospheres instead of MARCS atmospheres also results in a temperature increase

(of order of 50 K).

In Table 3b, temperatures computed from several recent or widely used color

temperature calibrations are listed. All have been computed using E(B-V) = 0.04

mag.

6. Summary

In summary, the static plane parallel, line blanketed model atmospheres ade-

quately represent the observations from 2600 ._ through 2.2 ,urn for the supergiant

a Per when we use observationally derived values of gravity, and microturbulence.

For the adopted reddening, the temperature is in agreement with other recent de-
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terminations, although the}' all depend on the reddening. Furthermore the quality

of the fit only changes relatively slowly for changes in temperature, i.e.. the tem-

perature is not tightly constrained. The temperature found for o Per in this study

is 62T0 4- 120 K

It may appear that this exploration of energy distributions has been done in

tedious detail. However. this is the yellow supergiant for which the mass. radius,

gravity, and microturbulence can be determined observationally. Consequently the

energy distribution can be compared the most thoroughly with the the model at-

mospheres. This is the first step in using the flew models to explore the energy

distributions of cooler supergiants. We will subsequently investigate how well the

atmospheres represent the Cepheid a Cep throughout its pulsation cycle and fi-

nally whether the gravity effects seen in a Cep can also be reproduced by the static

atmospheres.
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TABLE la

Vega and the Sun: Observed and Computed Fluxes

Star Filter Obs Obs Comp

(mag) log (F/Fv) log (F/Fv)

O-C

log (F/Fv)

Vega

Sun

B 0.03 0.281 0.241 0.040

V 0.03 ....

Rc 0.04 -0.205 -0.226 0.021

Ic 0.035 -0.479 -0.510 0.031

J 0.02 -1.056 -1.064 0.008

H 0.02 -1.477 -1.484 0.007

I{ 0.02 -i.927 -i.964 0.037

B 0.65 0.022 -0.032 0.054

V 0.00 -- -- --

Re -0.37 -0.053 -0.072 0.019

Ic -0.70 -0.197 -0.216 0.019

J -1.12 -0.612 -0.602 -0.010

H -1.43 -0.909 -0.891 -0.018

I{ -1.49 -1.335 -1.351 0.016



TABLE ib

Solar Colors

Color 16 Cyg B 16 Cyg A Solar*

B-V 0.66 0.64 0.67

V-Re 0.38 0.37 0.37

V-Ic 0.71 0.69 0.70

V-J 1.16 1.04 1.12

V-H 1.43

V-K 1.55 1.43 1.49

* See text for discussion



TABLE 2

Standard Deviations

log g

Temperature

1.0 1.5 2.0

mt 1 = 2

6400

6350

6300

6250

6200

6150

6100

mt I = 4

6400

6350

6300

6250

6200

6150

6100

mt I = 8

6400

6350

6300

6250

6200

6150

6100

0.039

0.033

0.028

0.024*

0.024*

0.029

0.037

0.030*

0.030*

0.033

0.039

0.047

0.057

0.069

0.064"

0.070

0.078

0.088

0.099

0.111

0.126

0.063

0.058

0.053

0.048

0.044

0.041

0.040*

0.035

0.031

0.027

0.026*

0.028

0.033

0.041

0.042*

0.048

0.055

0.064

0.075

0.087

0.101

0.091

0.086

0.081

0.076

0.071

0.066

0.062*

0.059

0.054

0.049

0.044

0.041

0.040*

0.041

0.029*

0.030

0.033

0.039

0.047

0.057

0.068

lmt = microturbulence



TABLE 3a

Temperaturesof a Per

K
E(B-V)

(mag)

Method Source

6516

6138

6154

6170

6270

0.10

0.013

0.013

0.04

0.04

IRFM

IRFM

IRFM

"cluster"

Table 2

McWilliam 1991

Blackwell, et al., 1990

Blackwell, et al., 1991

this paper

this paper

TABLE 3b

Color Temperatures of a Per

Te

K

Color Source

6442

6306

6430

6300

B-V

B-V

V-K

V-K

Kraft as discussed by Cox, 1979

Tears, 1986

Blackwell and Lynas-Gray; 1994

Fernley; 1989, log g = 1.5



Figure Captions

Fig. I The energy distribution for microturbulence = 2 km sec -t. Tile aster-

isks (stars/ are the observed fluxes, scaled to V. The boxes are the fluxes from the

model atmospheres. In all figures, wavelengths are in A: fluxes are in ergs cm -2

sec-1 ._-1. Temperature. log gravity, and microturbulence are indicated in the

lower right in each graph.

Fig. 2. The energy distribtion for microturbulence = 4 km sec -_. Symbols

are the same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. The energy distribtion for microturbulence = 8 km sec-lSymbols are

the same as in Fig. 1.
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125.02

First Scientific Results with the l-m _ Low Cost Spectroscopic

Facility: Line Profile Vnriabifity in Lambdt Eridunus

D.J.Barry, W.G.Bagnuolo, D.R.Gies (Georgia State University)

The Be star _bda Eridanus was observed with the GSU 1-m Multi-

Telescope-Telescope (MTT) as part of an international campaign (coordi-

nated by R. Hiratal on four evenings (13 Nov--16 Nov UT). A full analysis

of combined data from the collected observations will be presented by the

team at a future date; here we derive instrumental parameters and perfor-

mance for our spectroscopic facility from this first fully-operational observ-

ing run. and discuss the characteristics of profile variability derived from the
observations.

125.03

New Measurements of Rotational and Turbulent Velocities for South-

ern Dwarfs

125.06

CK Bootis. Starspot History as a W-type Contact Binary

N.LMarkworth (S F Austin St U)

The contact binary system CK Boo shows eclipses of almost equal depth

that can change roles (primary for secondary eclipse) from one observing

season to the next. Solution attempts indicate a low inclination orbit (about

60 degrees) which complicates the analysis. Markworth (1994) has pre-

sented a chronology of spotting activity on this binary which can be used to

explain the changmg eclipse depths. In that work the system was treated as

an A-type contact system. This paper shows that a W-type solution also

exists. The spotting activity needed to follow the progression of the light

curve changes from year to year is once again analyzed. Although the

W-type solution makes more sense in light of current thinking on contact

systems and permits geometrical and astrophysical parameters that make CK

Boo a much less remarkable system, the formal errors of the two solutions

make them virtually indistinguishable. A modest amount of spectroscopy

should be able to resolve the issue.

R.A.Osten, S.H.Saar (SAO)

We analyze high resolution (k/Ak = lOS), high S/N spectra from the ESO

Coud,; Auxiliary Telescope to derive new measurements of vsini and mac-

roturbulent (oaK) velocities for over 50 southern dwarf stars. Five to six

relatively unblended lines in each spectrum are fit with simple radiative

transfer models and the results averaged to generate the final vsini and

vmsc values. We confirm previous results showing v=,z decreasing with

Tent for Tee_5000 K. There is some evidence that v=,c is enhanced in active

stars, though this may be partly due to differences in atmospheric structure

between these objects and inactive stars. About twenty of the stars show

trends between total line velocity broadening with Land_ gee implying the

presence of significant magnetic flux.

125.07

Photometry of the Eclipsing Binary Star MN Cassiopeiae

A.K.Shenvin, V.M.Yeager, RJ.Boyle (Dickinson College), E.B.Zamkoff

(Franklin and Marshall and Dickinson Colleges)

We have observed the eclipsing binary star MN Cassiopeiae with a small

format CCD and a 14 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. Our observations

are in good agreement with the observations of Grauer, ct. al. (1976, AJ, 8,

665). The star appears to be a B Lyrae variable composed of two very

similar components with a period of 1.92 days.

125.04

A Different Emission Measure Analysis of AU Mic Flares

G. Del Zanna, B.C. Monsignori Fossi (Ossetvatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri),

M. Landini (Dept. di Astron. delio Spazio)

On July 15, 1992, the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) observed a

large AU Mic flare, followed by an active phase and a second smaller flare.

An analysis of the time evolution of emmission lines detected by the Shorn,

Medium and Long Wavelength (SW, MW, LW) channels of the EUVE spec-

trometers has been performed. The main coronal plasma parameters as tem-

perature, density, and differential emmission measure (DEM), during the

quiet and active phases, have been deduced.

The time evolution of the diffferendal emmission measure is provided. A

high temperature component is always present in the plasma, and the DEM

increases dunng the flares. The total emmission measures and the luminosi-

ties during the different phases are also estimated. The derived emmission

measure and luminosity values are higher than the typical values for riMe

flares, but similar to the large Algol flare (White et aL, 1986). The synthetic

spectra, based on the deduced DEM distributions, and the llae identifications

are presented.

The physical characteristics of the events are compared with other stellar

and solar data.

125.05

44i Boo (HI) 133640, V=4.76) is the closest W Ma type binary star to

Earth. The W Ma system (G2 V+G) is itself a member of the visual binary

ADS 9494 which has a period of about 225 years (Hill er aL 1989, A&.A,

211, 81). The visual components of ADS 9494 are currently separated by

less than 3 arcseconds making it difficult to resolve from the Stephen F.

Austin State University Observatory. These are compared to the extensive

exisung list of ttmes of mimma. Multichannel high speed photometry is

used to determine times of minima in the W Ma star. Also presented are

apparent rapid variations that occur out-of-eclipse. The rapid variations are

analyzed with traditional period searching techniques.

125.08

A Statistical Summary for the Namelist Variables

G.G.Spear, M.Davis (SSU)

We have created machine readable versions of the namclists of variable

stars as published in the information Bulletin of Variable Stars. These lists

represent stars officially designated as variables since the publication of the

most recent edition of the General Catalog of Variable Stars (GC'VSJ as well

as improved data for previously known variables. We will present a statis-

tical summary of the namelist variables in terms of variable star types and

location in the galaxy. These results will be compared with similar results

for the fourth edition of the General Catalog of Variable Stars. This com-

bined sample of GCVS plus nameiist objects will be compared with those

IRAS sources which were independently determined to be variable on the

basis of observations by the IRAS satellite.

This research was supported by NASA grant NAG 5-1621.

125.09

Temperature Calibration of Ciauical Cepheids

N. R. Evans (York Univ.), T. J. Trays (Comp. Sci. Corp.)

A new temperature calibration of classical Cepheids and 'nonvariable su-

pergiants has been created, based on multifa'equency observations and new
Kurucz model atmospheres. The data include IUE spectra from 1700 to

3200 ,_ and broad band B, V, Pc, It, J, H, and IC Variations in log g and

microturbulence as well as temperature are included in the analysis. It is

found that reasonable values of these three parameters represent the ob-

served energy distributions, including the excess ultraviolet flux in 8 C,ep at

the hottest phases. The results of this study for both nonvariable supergiants

and also 8 Cep are in agreement with the Kraft temperature color relation,

and subsequent similar relations. The difference in non-radiative flux be-

tween C,epheids and nonvariables will be discussed. This work was sup-

ported by a Natural Sciences and Engineenng Council (Canada) grant to

NRE and a NASA grant NAS5-31845 to T/T.
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The Blazhko Effect in RR Lyrae

Terry J. Teavs

Computer Sciences Corporation/IUE Observatory

Abstract

The cause of the Blazhko effect, the long-term modulation of the light

and radial velocity curves of some RR Lyr stars, is still not understood. The
observational characteristics of the Blazhko effect are discussed in §1. Some

preliminary results are presented from aomw recent of campaigns to observe

RR Lyr, using the International Ultraviolet Ezplorer along with ground-based

spectroscopy and photometry, throu_:hout a pulsation cycle, at a variety of
Biazhko phases. A set of ultraviolet light curves have been generated from low

dispersion IUE spectra. In addition, the (visual) light curves from IUE's Fine

Error Sensor are analyzed using the Fourier decomposition technique. The val-

ues of the parameters ¢21 and R21 at different Blazhko phasas of RR Lyr span
the range of values found for non-Blazhko variables of similar period.

1. Characteristics of the Blazhko Effect

The first allusion to the Blazhko effect was in a paper which included some observa-

tions of RW Draconis (Blazhko 1907) published 85 years ago, so the phenomenon has

been around for a long time, and yet we still do not have an adequate understanding

of it. In brief, the effect is a long term modulation of the amplitude of the light and

velocity curves of an RR Lyr star. Some additional details are given below, with

special focus on the properties of RR Lyr itself (the brightest RR Lyr star to show

the Blazhko effect). The amplitude variation in visual light is typically quite notice-

able, for example, in R.R Lyr there may be a difference as large as 0.3 magnitude

(out of approximately one magnitude pulsational variation), between the extremes

of the Blazhko cycle. In addition the shape of the light curve varies as a function of

the Blazhko cycle. [A complete set of light curves can be seen in Walraven (1949).]

In KR Lyr a "shoulder" appears during rising light, just prior to maximum, in the

smaller amplitude Blazhko phases, but which is not present in the larger amplitude

phases. Except for this particular feature, the radial velocity curve exhibits changes

which are mirror images of those seen in the light curve. In addition, emission is seen

in the hydrogen lines during some Blazhko phases, but not others.

Blazhko periods (PB) generally run from about 20 - 100 d , i.e. _100 times the

fundamental pulsation period (H). There does not appear to be any correlation

between II and PB (Szeidl 1988). If one compares the amplitude of pulsation for a

star showing Blazhko effect to ones with a similar period that does not show it, the
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Blazhko variable's amplitude at maximum most closely resembles the non-Blazhko

stars (Szeidl 1988).

The amplitude of the Blazhko effect itself is also modulated on an even longer

time scale in a number of RR Lyr stars. RR Lyr itself shows a tertiary period of

about 3.8-4.8 years. The Blazhko effect was especially weak during 1963, 1967, 1971,

and 1975. For instance, the extensive photometric and spectroscopic study of rising

light performed by Preston, Smak, and Paczyfiski (1965) showed that the Blazhko

effect was virtually non-existent in RR Lyr in 1963. Spectroscopically, the variation

in the hydrogen emission strength, however, was still observable during this time.

Estimates of the percentage of RR Lyr stars which show the Blazhko effect varies

in the range of 15-35%. Given that the effect can all but disappear in RR Lyr at

times, as discussed above, one must view these estimates with some caution. Several

Bailey Type c variables (overtone pulsators) have been proposed as stars showing

Blazhko effect, but it is much harder to study in these lower amplitude pulsators

with sinusoidal light curves. In general the Blazhko effect is confined to the RR Lyr

stars with shorter period; it is not seen in stars with periods longer than about 0._6.

2. Proposed Explanations of the Blazhko Effect

It is the characteristics that I have listed in §1 that must be explained by any theory

of the cause of the Blazhko phenomenon. There is space here to only summarize the

two broad categories of working hypotheses, viz., the magnetic pulsator and various

resonance interactions. The former is similar to the oblique magnetic pulsator models

which have been used to explain rapidly oscillating Ap stars. In theses theories PB is

just the rotation period of the star. Support for a magnetic field modulated by the

pulsation and Blazhko periods has been found in the polarization measurements of

Romanov, Udovichenko, and Frolov (1987). Unfortunately, the original data were not

published, and these results are in need of confirmation. I would strongly urge that

observers attempt magnetic field measurements of RR Lyr at a variety of pulsation

and Blazhko phases. The second general class of theories proposed are those which

invoke resonance interactions with other modes. Examples of these scenarios can

be found in Borkowski (1980), Moskalik (1986), and Cox (this conference). None of

the proposed explanations mentioned above have met with universal acceptance, due

largely to their failure to account for all of the observed phenomenon.

3. The Multi-wavelength Observing Campaigns

In order to provide a fairly extensive collection of observations of the Blazhko effect

I organized two multi-site, multi-wavelength campaigns during the summers of 1990

and 1991. These campaigna included ground-based photometry and spectroscopy,
which was obtained to coincide with observations conducted with the International

Ultraviolet Ezplorer(IUE). The IUE observations covered a complete pulsation cycle,

and were repeated at a variety of Blazhko phases. The participants in this project
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We are presently analyzing tile large amount of data that were obtained during

these two summers, but some preliminary results will be presented below.

a. Photometry

Ground-based photometry was obtained on a numbei of nights, and included (at

different sites) UBVRHJK bandpasses. This photometry is being used to supplement

the photometry provided by IUE's Fine Error Sensor (FES). The FES is an image

dissector with an S-20 photocathode (effective wavlength = 5200 _) which is used for

target identification and tracking. It can serve as a good photometer under controlled

conditions, except for the shortcoming that it provides no color information. We

have used the FES to collect data during the times between taking spectra, when

the spectral camera was being prepared for the next image. From these data we

have constructed extensive light curves, which span a complete pulsation cycle (13.6

hours). The FES measurements have been converted into V magnitudes using the

standard IUE calibration (P_rez et al. 1991). The one difficulty was in applying the

correction for the (changing) color of the star. For the purposes of this paper we
have made use of mean colors, calculated as a function of pulsation phase, from a

model of RR Lyr by Bonnell. Figure 1 shows the FES light curves for RR Lyr at two

different Blazhko phases, representing the extremes of amplitude that were observed.

The Blazhko effect was clearly quite strong during the 1990 campaign!

b. IUE Observations

The 1990 campaign made use of IUE's long wavelength prime (LWP) camera in

its low resolution mode, which has a wavlength range of _ 1910-33007_. A contiguous

pair of IUE shifts was used (i.e. 16 hours) in order to completely cover one pulsation

cycle. Five such runs were conducted, in order to sample the Blazhko cycle in detail.

The time required to read down an image on the LWP camera, and prepare the camera

for the next exposure is 28 minutes. In order to increase the time resolution between

subsequent spectra, we placed two spectra on the same IUE image, by offsetting

them in the aperture. This technique requires additional effort beyond the usual

procedures to extract the fluxes properly, but is necessary, to delineate the shape of

i

¢

Figure 1. V 1_
IUE's FES. Thes

during the 1990 s
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Figure 1. V light curves of RR Lyr at two different Blazhko phases, as measured by
IUE's FES. These were selected to show the extremes of the variation in the light curve

during the 1990 season.
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the ultraviolet light curve, especially in the rapidly varying, rising light phases. From

these spectra we have generated ultraviolet light curves at four wavelengths (2450,

2600, 2800, & 3000 ,_) by simply binning the data. These data, when combined

with the FES measurements, give the amplitude of the pulsation as a function of

wavelength, from the visual through the ultraviolet, which can be directly compared

to model predictions.

In 1991 we concentrated on using IUE's short wavelength prime (SWP) camera to

obtain low dispersion spectra in the 1150-1975 ]_ range. The longer exposure times

required in the SWP camera precluded us from obtaining the detailed ultraviolet light

curves that we could get with the LWP camera, as well as from getting FES light

curves with the necessary time resolution. Rather we concentrated on always getting

a spectrum at both minimum and maximum light, so that the ultraviolet amplitude

was well determined. We used four IUE shifts of eight hours duration to obtain these

spectra, one of which was only two days later than a final pair of shifts that were

used for obtaining detailed LWP and FES light curves, as in the 1990 campaign. This

allowed us to have one time when we had complete waveleng coverage.

c. Ground-based Spectroscopy

During these campaigns spectrsocopy was obtained at McDonald, Dominion Astro-

physical, and Palomar Observatories. These efforts, though hampered by the usual

weather, instrument, and scheduling difficulties were successful on a number of nights.

Reduction of these data is not complete, and we still have a great deal of work ahead

of us to analyze the results, so in this review I will only mention the nature of the

spectra taken (.v 100). Observations were concentrated on the region of the H7 line
or on the Ca II H and K lines. The former also include some metallic lines, which we

can yield some radial velocity information. During the course of the pulsation cycle,

one can see variable emission in the line core of H'_.

4. Preliminary Results

The ultraviolet light curves obtained from the LWP camera have sufficient quality and

phase coverage that we have been able to apply the standard Fourier decomposition

techniques first introduced in Simon & Lee (1981). In addition, we have Fourier

decomposed the V light curves obtained from the FES. In Figure 2 we plot the Fourier

parameter _21 vs. 1-i for RR Lyr at the different Blahzko phases which we sampled,

and compare it to the sample of field RR Lyr stars used by Simon and Teays (1982).

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the Simon & Lee parameter R21 plotted against period.

What is seen in both cases is that the values for RR. Lyr fall closely within the range

of values for the non-Blazhko stars with similar pulsation period. In fact, as RR Lyr

goes through its Blazhko cycle its light curve recapitulates the appearance

of all field RR Lyr stars of similar period. We have also examined a period vs.

amplitude diagram using the FES data, and confirm the results mentioned in Szeidl

(1988), namely, that the closest match between Blazhko and non-Blazhko stars occurs

Tea)'s.' _

Figure 2
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at the Blazhko phase which corresponds to the largest amplitude.

Additional work is planned on these data, including seeing if one can determine

phase shifts in maximum light as a function of wavelength, which can provide a

useful test of pulsation models. So far, the only comparisons to models that we have

performed is to the one-zone model of Grieco & Antonello (1990), the numerical

values of which were provided to us by Antonello (private communication). The

predicted and observed amplitudes match rather well, including the V, LWP and

SWP wavelength regions. The closest match is for the largest amplitude Blazhko

phase.

5. Concluding Remarks

This review has summarized the characteristics that must be explained by any theory

of the Blazhko effect. Our intent in conducting the observing campaigns described

in §3 was to provide a body of observations which cover complete pulsation cycles

at various Blazhko phases, in order to make more detailed comparisons to theory

possible. Clearly there is a great deal of analysis still to be done on these data, but

it is also clear that (as usual) more studies are needed. The importance of intense

coordinated campaigns for the study of phenomenon like the Blazhko effect is evident.
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DISCUSSION

P.MOSKALIK: Is the scatter in _1 vs. Period (Simon & Teays 1982) due to Blazhko
effect?

T.TEAYS" No, the stars in Simon & Teays were carefully selected to be ones which did not
show Blazhko effect.

S. SREENIVASAN: Could one not look for Zeeman splitting measurements of the magnetic
field.*

T. TEAYS: It is difficult, since one needs fairly high resolution, and RR Lyr stars are faint.

A fall-back approach might be to compare the equivalent widths of lines which are magnetic

proxies and those which are essentially unaffected by a magnetic field, as a function of phase.

G. MATtlYS: About the magnetic field, one should be aware that what the Russian group

measured through polarimetry in RR Lyr is the line-of-sight component of the field, which

can only be detected if the field has a sufficient large-scale organization. If one determine

the field from unpolarized line shape, what one gets is the field modulus, which is differ-

ent. Still, it would be valuable to confirm the polarimetric detection. I believe that the
magnitude limitation should not be taken seriously. Indeed, I have been measuring fields

in 12th magnitude stars from spectra recorded in circular polarization at ESO. The only

requirement is that the spectral lines should not be too broad.

T. TEAYS: I agree, and I urge observers to try and confirm the magnetic field measurements

in RR Lyr as a function of pulsation and Blazhko phase, since a definite answer would go

a long way towards determining the cause of the phenomenon.

E. ANTONELLO: I am amazed at the qualitative agreement between the model predictions
and the observations in the far UV region. Since the one zone model takes into account

simply the static model atmospheres, I think the shock effects, which are presumably larger

in the UV region, are possible less strong than what is suspected.

T. TEAYS: It's true that the good agreement may be partly fortuitous. As I mentioned,

I selected the best match to show today. Your one-zone model appears to be generally in
agreement with observations from V to -_1500 _.
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THE BLAZHKO EFFECT IN RR LYRAE
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Abstract. We have conducted an observing campaign to study the Blazhko effect in RR Lyrae,

using ground-based photometry, and spectroscopy, along with low-resolution ultraviolet spectra with

the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). Observations were taken which toliowed a complete

pulsation cycle, at a variety of Btazhko phases. The rUE observing shifts also provided a detailed V

light curve, from measurements with IUE's Fine Error Sensor (FES). These data are analyzed using

Fourier decomposition techniques.

Key words: RR Lyr - Blazhko effect.

1. Introduction

The Blazhko effect is the long term modulation of the amplitude and shape of the

light and velocity curves of some (15-35 %) RR Lyr stars. In addition, emission

in the hydrogen lines is seen at some Blazhko phases, but not others. For more

detailed discussions see Preston et al. (1965), Szeidl (1988), and Teays (1993). RR

Lyr's Blazhko period is _41 days. It also exhibits a tertiary, period of ---,4 years,
which modulates the Blazhko variation.

.)

2. The Observations

We conducted observing campaigns in the summers of 1990 and 199 t to study the

Blazhko effect in RR Lyr. The star was monitored throughout two IUE shifts (16

hours) in order to cover a complete pulsation cycle (_ 14 hoursL This was done at

several Blazhko phases. In the present report we are concentrating on preliminary

results of the light curves determined from IUE's FES. The IrES counts were

corrected to V magnitudes using the calibration of Pdrez et al. (1991).

• Staff Member of the [ntemauonal Ultraviolet Explorer Observator),.

"" Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. Science Support Center.

!,V Warttrteker et al. (eds. J. Fronners of Space and Grouna',t3ased Astronomy. 59"/-598.

(_) 19q4 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed m the Netherto_nds.



TABLE 1

Fourier decomposition parameters
from FES hght curves of RR Lyr

Dale ]¢2t e,:t

1991 May 2] (I.40 40S

1990 ]ul 30 0,45 3.8]

1990 .lul 11 0.37 411

1990 ]ul 3 0.40 4.4.4

1990 .lun 27 0.55 3.79

]990 tun lq 0.45 3.75

3. Results

The FES light curves were analyzed using Simon's iSimon & Lee 1981) Fourier

decomposition techniques, which fit the V light curve by a time series of the form:

8

Two useful parameters defined by Simon & Lee, via., ¢_21 = _"2 - 2_')wand

R21 = A2/AI, can be compared to the same values for field RR Lyr stars that

do not show the Blazhko effect (Simon & Teays 1982). During the course of its

B Jazhko cycle, R.R Lyr spans the range of parameters seen for the non-Blazhko vari-

ables. Therefore. the variation in shape of the light curves of different non-Blazhko
variables (of similar period), matches the variation in the individual Blazhko vari-

able, RR Lyr, as it goes through its Blazhko cycle. Comparison of the amplitude
of pulsation for non-Blazhko variables and Blazhko variables indicates that the

amplitudes are most similar when the Blazhko variable is at its maximum ampli-

tude (Szeidl 1988). Table I lists the prelimina U' values of _'21 and _21 that were
determined for RR Lvr at various Blazhko phases.
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